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Abstract
Today’s emerging large-scale p2p systems such as GRID or PlanetLab applications tend to require a
capacity for time-indexing system data that is updated perpetually. Time-indexing is defined as the abil-
ity to efficiently store application data summaries in-network and query this data based on the time
attribute. While many distributed information monitoring tools exist, they are inadequate for this pur-
pose because they focus on providing views for only current data aggregates. We present Storia, a new
scalable information monitoring system that provides support for time-indexed queries on application-
generated data. It is designed to aggregate across spatial and temporal domains, perform well in large
networks, provide flexibility to the application, maintain low overhead, and be resilient to churn. We
demonstrate through analysis and experimental evaluation that Storia is capable of achieving these
goals by using techniques such as using hierarchal aggregation, light-weight trees that transform with
time, age-degraded granularity of aggregation, and the utilization of DHTs.
1 Introduction
In this paper we present a new aspect to distributed information monitoring systems by introducing the time-
indexing problem. The time-indexing problem can be defined as the efficient storage and querying of application
data based on the time attribute. This attribute specifies the approximate time when the data was generated. While
time-indexing schemes exist for sensor networks [20], this functionality has been largely ignored for traditional
peer-to-peer applications. However, many recent systems such as PlanetLab applications and GRID applications
require the ability for monitoring network data and perform queries on old data summaries.
For example, an application may wish to know if a set of resources has low-utilization over the weekends.
This would be useful for locating usable resources to be used by a GRID application. Another example query
might ask what the average number of nodes in the network was for the previous week. Some overlay net-
works such as DHTs [5, 8, 11, 13, 14, 19] require this information to readjust network parameters. Finally, one
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might want to obtain a set of potential neighbors’ recent history. This could be useful for any reputation-based
mechanism such as avoiding “freeloaders” in Gnutella.
We propose a new approach to this problem by proactively aggregating data not only across the network (i.e.,
spatially) as in traditional systems but across time as well. These aggregates can then be maintained in-network
for efficient access to the data until the data has become old enough, and thus unlikely to be queried, to archive.
In addition, this approach can improve the distribution of in-network aggregates by incorporating time into the
selection algorithm.
We call our new time-indexed distributed information management system Storia after the Italian word for
“history”. The goals of Storia are:
• Availability: Ability to query summaries of application or system generated data across the spatial and
temporal domain with age-degraded granularity.
• Flexibility: Allow scoping using application-defined domains and time-quanta, use performance-tuning
parameters, and provide a simple query API.
• Scalability: Minimize system network traffic, reduce bandwidth consumption and storage overhead, main-
tain fair distribution of load, and keep system simple and light-weight.
• Performance: Maintain small propagation delay of data aggregates, and provide low-latency queries.
• Robustness: Resilience to membership churn and node failures, loss of data is kept to a minimum.
Storia achieves these goals by utilizing various techniques such as in-network aggregation, light-weight trees
that change with time, decaying temporal granularity, pipelined messages, DHT-based routing, and a simple API.
We evaluate Storia through mathematical analysis and experimental evaluation. These experiments use a fully
functioning prototype with a real DNS workload. Our findings reveal that Storia is easily able to handle realistic
large-scale networks with hundreds of thousands or millions of nodes and domains and retain data for up to weeks
in-network with minimal overhead. We also show that Storia has low latency lookups and is resilient to failure
and churn.
In recent years, a plethora of DHT systems [5, 8, 11, 13, 14, 19] have been implemented. Storia utilizes
the deterministic routing behavior of DHTs by forming light-weight trees in each time-quantum. In addition,
Storia interacts with the underlying DHT in a black-box manner, which means any “off-the-shelf” DHT would
suffice with the exception that only the DHT routing mechanism is used and not the proposed {get, put} API [3].
This might become more important in the future when many services may take advantage of a single established
legacy DHT [2].
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide work related to Storia. Section 3
describes the Storia system model. A mathematical analysis on the propagation delay, storage overhead, and
number of messages is given in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the experimental evaluation using the simulator
and prototype implementation. Finally, Section 6 concludes.
2 Related Work
To the best of our knowledge Storia is the first system that focuses on time-indexing for monitoring applica-
tions for large-scale peer-to-peer networks. However, our system was partly inspired by the Astrolabe [12] and
Willow [16] research, but can also be identified with other such systems like SDIMS [17], DASIS [1], and
SOMO [18].
Astrolabe is a scalable and robust distributed management system that leverages a tree-based architecture of
zones. All nodes in the network participate in each level of the tree, and send updates to another using a gossiping
mechanism and special contact nodes. This has the net-effect of replicating a data-aggregate from every level
of the tree on all nodes in the network. This overzealous replication of aggregates would make it an unsuitable
choice for time-indexed data due to the continuous stream of updates. Willow is an adaptation of Astrolabe to a
modified Kademlia-like [8] structure that create a two-entry domain for every bit in the ID-space.
SDIMS exploits naturally occurring trees in Plaxton-based DHTs [10] that are rooted at the hash. Unlike
Storia SDIMS chooses its hash based on the attribute type and aggregator function, which will cause the tree
to remain static with time. SOMO layers on top of a DHT instead of modifying it similar to Storia’s approach.
However, SOMO is built to collect and disseminate meta-data instead of manage aggregates. Other systems such
as DASIS and Cone also implement aggregation trees using DHTs.
The time-indexing problem was introduced by [20], but was presented with a sensor network perspective.
Other sensor network aggregation schemes include TAG [7], Directed Diffusion [6] and DIFS [4]. The authors
of [20] proposed to maintain the data in-network for a period of time like Storia, but instead constructed a flat
overlay of rendezvous points to house aggregates. TAG constructs a single aggregation tree towards a sink, where
the data can be removed from the network. Directed Diffusion also aggregates towards a sink but instead uses a
system of interest gradients and reinforced paths.
3 Storia System Model
In our system model, we assume there exists a network domain hierarchy that was created beforehand by the
network administrators. For instance, this hierarchy could be DNS which follows a tree-like structure, and is
rooted by a single global domain. Each domain can have an arbitrary number of children and can be described
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Figure 1: Example flow of data-aggregates for the spatial and temporal trees. The four left-side trees show the flow of data-
aggregates up the domain hierarchy, while the dotted lines are the flow of the aggregates across adjacent time-quanta. For clarity,
we only include the temporal flow for one of the domains. The right-side tree shows the same temporal flow in its own separate
tree. Here, the grouped nodes are the same physical host.
using a Unix-style path (e.g., /gov/nsf). The level, l, of a domain is equivalent to the distance it is from a leaf
domain, where l = 1 is a leaf-domain and l = n is the global domain. We assume for the remainder of the paper
that the hierarchy uses DNS semantics such as /edu/uiuc/cs/kepler and is balanced with a height of n (for DNS,
n is a small number).
Time is divided into a series of quanta. For instance, 1 quantum might be 1 minute. The length of a time-
quantum is defined by the application. We assume that time starts at t = 0 and increases by 1 for each time-
quantum, so we can refer to a specific time-quantum by its number. In each time-quantum, a new piece of
data generated at any application node is delivered to the local Storia layer. The data will take the form of a
(name, value) tuple, where name is the name of the attribute and value is its corresponding value. For example,
a GRID application might have a CPU attribute that is the average CPU utilization over the time-quantum. A
data instance of this example would be (CPU, 0.43).
We also assume that the underlying DHT is ring-based such as Pastry or Chord. While Storia would still
work with other non-ring DHTs such as CAN or Kelips, the analysis of this configuration is beyond the scope of
this paper.
3.1 System Overview
Each node in the system belongs to a leaf domain in the domain hierarchy. When Storia receives a new piece of
data from the application, it forwards it to the node that is responsible for this domain. How this is determined
is described in Section 3.2. When a node that is responsible for a domain receives this forwarded data, it will
aggregate it with all the other data it has received for that time quantum. Eventually, this data-aggregate will
be forwarded to the node that is responsible for its parent domain after a user-specified delay. This process will
repeat until it reaches the root domain, which will store an aggregate of every node’s data for that time-quantum.
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Figure 2: Memory layout of a responsible ID for level l and time-quantum t in a system with n maximum levels. We also provide
an example responsible ID for domain /edu/uiuc and t = 0x40A7D5.
Since the goal of Storia is to provide time-indexing, we also aggregate data across time-quanta as well in such
a way that allows age-degraded granularity of querying. Each domain in the domain hierarchy will aggregate its
data-aggregates with the same domain from adjacent time-quanta. As a result, each domain actually has two
aggregation-flows: one to a parent domain in the domain hierarchy and other to itself from a different time-
quantum. These dual flows are shown in Figure 1 for only one of the domains across four time-quanta. The
solid lines show the flow up the domain hierarchy, while the dotted lines show the flow across time-quanta.
However, in actuality, the temporal flow also follows its own hierarchy of time-quanta - this is described in the
next section. Therefore, we will refer to flow up the domain hierarchy as the spatial tree and the flow across time
as the temporal tree.
3.2 Tree Construction
As already mentioned, the aggregation flow up the domain hierarchy is the spatial tree and the flow across time
with the same domain is the temporal tree. The spatial tree is built per time-quantum and spans over all possible
domains, while the temporal tree is built for each domain and spans across a contiguous block of time-quanta of
fixed-length, which we call a round.
Each domain in the hierarchy has a node that is responsible for it for a given time-quantum. To determine
which node is responsible for a given domain, we specially craft an m-bit DHT ID that will designate the desti-
nation of its data-aggregate using the DHT routing substrate. Since we know little about the actual node that will
be the recipient of the data, we will refer to this ID as the “responsible ID” for the given domain.
To calculate the responsible ID for a given time-quantum t and domain d of level l where (1 ≤ l ≤ n), we
divide the m-bit ID space in two sections: one of length (n · b)-bits and one of length k-bits, where n is the
number of levels in the domain hierarchy including the root domain and b is a user parameter (Figure 2). The bits
in the latter section are set to evaluate to some constant such as (2k/2). Starting from the most-significant bit, the
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Figure 3: An example of the ID-range that a domain for a given level will circulate around for b = 2, n = 3, and 8 domains. Each
level rotates a range of 2b times the previous level. The darkened sections of the figure are the domains that exist in a example
spatial tree, the arrows indicate the current responsible ID for that domain, and the black dots are nodes in the network. The
dotted lines illustrate the movement of the responsible ID for one of the domains.
former section is set to the concatenation of the hash of each individual level of d, modulo b bits, except for the
root domain. Since d is likely to have less than n levels, it could require fewer than (n · b) bits, the remainder of
the second section uses the least-significant bits of t. In fact, since the entire section is (n · b)-bits long and we
do not include the root domain, there will always be at least b bits set to t even for a leaf domain. An example
is also given in Figure 2, where n = 4, m = 160 and b = 8. Here t = 0x40A7D5 and d is /edu/uiuc/ (l = 2),
which hashes to [0x9D, 0xDE].
By calculating the responsible ID in this manner we are able to accommodate domain hierarchies of arbitrary
height and breadth. In addition, the trees that we create will change with each time-quantum since it incorporates
t. This will likely distribute the load more evenly with time. Further, the potential ID distance that an aggregate
will travel decreases with lower levels of the hierarchy, where the number of domains is greatest. This is because
the responsible ID for d will hop a distance of 2k each time quantum and rotate around an ID range of 2(l·b)+k,
where l is the level of d. This range is illustrated in Figure 3. We analyze the effect of these parameters on
distribution and overhead in Section 5.1.
Intuitively, in Figure 3 each node’s data is sent to a responsible node in the segment that corresponds to its
domain for level 1 (i.e., the inner-most ring). This is defined as the node that is closest to the arrow. After a delay,
this node will then forward the aggregate to its parent domain defined by an arrow in the middle-ring. Finally,
this process will repeat for level 3, which is the global domain.
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In addition to the spatial tree described above, we also build a temporal tree across a round of time-quanta.
The length of a round is set to 2n−1 time-quanta, which means a round’s number can be calculated as r =
⌊t/2n−1⌋. The temporal tree is actually a hierarchy of time-quanta, where each time-quantum in a round is
responsible for one or more levels in the temporal tree. Each domain uses the temporal tree to aggregate across
time-quanta with the same domain. This was already shown in Figure 1. Unlike the spatial tree, the temporal tree
is a binary tree; this means the height of the temporal tree will also be n. While we choose this length for clarity,
the size of the temporal tree is actually unrestricted.
To ascertain which time-quantum is responsible for a given level l (1 ≤ l ≤ n) in the temporal tree and time-
quantum t, we first calculate the round number r from t using the formula described above. Then we replace the
lowest (l− 1) bits of t with r up to a maximum of n− 1 bits. For example, if n = 5 and we wanted to calculated
the level 3 time-quantum for t = 1001100 1111, we would obtain t′ = 1001100 1100 (the space is included for
clarity). We can then plug in the resulting time-quantum into the algorithm described above to get the ID that
is responsible for level l in the temporal tree for any give domain. Note that this algorithm causes every parent
time-quantum in the temporal tree to be the same as one of its children.
Intuitively, the temporal tree aggregates data from the same domain but across adjacent time-quanta. This is
done by forwarding aggregates to a responsible time-quantum for the same domain. Higher levels will aggregate
a larger continuous block of time-quanta than lower levels. The highest block of aggregation is defined by the
length of a round. The time-quantum that is responsible for a given level is the one that matches the most suffixes
with the round number. Therefore, the responsible time-quanta will change each round.
3.3 Aggregation of Data up the Tree
As already mentioned, during each time-quantum, each node forwards a new piece of application-generated data
to the ID that is responsible for the leaf-domain that the node belongs to. When the responsible node receives a
new piece of data, the node will aggregate it with other data from the same domain. After cs time-quanta, where
cs is a parameter, the aggregate will be forwarded up the spatial tree to the ID that is responsible for the next
higher-level domain. The data can also be replicated on neighboring nodes using predecessor and successor links
in the DHT to increase reliability. This process will repeat until it reaches the global domain after cs · (n − 1)
time-quanta.
This same process also happens for the temporal tree as well, except that a domain will wait 2l−2 + ct time-
quanta when l ≥ 2 and ct time-quanta when l = 1 from the time it first receives a piece of data before forwarding
up the temporal tree, where l is the temporal level and ct is a parameter. If we combine these two delays together
and define i as the quantum-offset within the round, it will take 2n−1 − i + (n − 1) · (cs + ct) quanta delay
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Figure 4: Tracking the path of a single piece of data and its
aggregate decedents in an example spatial and temporal tree
for a round of 4 time-quanta. The path includes the delay
before each hop in the propagation. Notice that the temporal
tree flows back in time in this example.
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Figure 5: This graph shows the maximum lifespan of a piece
of data and its aggregate decedents for the various levels in
the temporal tree for ct = 2 and ce = 84. The spatial tree
would look similar except for a more linear propagation and
all levels would expire ce rounds after the aggregation is ini-
tially received.
from data-generation until all aggregates with the data completely finishes propagating. Note that this includes 1
time-quantum to transmit the data to the first-level domain. Figure 4 visualizes the propagation of one data flow
along with the delays between each hop.
These two delay algorithms will provide a buffer of cs or ct before the aggregate is forwarded. This is
included to minimize the chance that a data-aggregate will arrive after it has been already been forwarded. If
this does happen, the late data-aggregate will be immediately forwarded up the tree until it catches up to the
aggregation or reaches the root.
3.4 Data Expiration
Since new data is being generated each time-quantum, in the long-run every node will be required to store an
infinite amount of aggregates. To ameliorate this problem, Storia will gradually reduce temporal resolution of
data-aggregates until eventually it is migrated to an off-site server. This approach ensures that there will be a
constant level of in-network storage in the long-run. It also implies that queries for older data will offer less
granularity than queries on newer data, which is one of our original design goals.
Specifically, in Storia, data aggregates are given an expiration time of 2l−1 · ce rounds after the aggregate is
received, where l is the level on the temporal tree and ce is some expiration scale factor. Once the expiration time
passes, the data will be removed from the network unless it is the root level. If it is the root, the data will be
forwarded to an external server for archival. Given the propagation and expiration mechanism described above,
we can plot the lifespan of a piece of data in the temporal-tree, which is shown in Figure 5.
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1 points := {}
2 foreach roundi between roundL and roundH
3 a := max(tqL, roundi · 2n−1)
4 b := min(tqH, (roundi+1 · 2n−1) - 1)
5 points := points ∪ recurse(’’, a, b, round depth(roundi))
6 end
7 tq list = calc tq(points)
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9 // match0∗ is the number you get if you appended zeros to match until it is n-bits long.
10 // Also, we need to include the depth of the tree due to the expiration of data
11 sub recurse(match, low, high, depth)
12 if (low == match0∗ and match1∗ == high) or (length(match) == depth)
13 return match
14 points := {}
15 if match00∗ ≤ low ≤ match01∗
16 points := points ∪ recurse(match0, low, min(high, match01∗), depth)
17 if match00∗ ≤ low ≤ match01∗
18 points := points ∪ recurse(match1, max(low, match10∗), high, depth)
19 return points
20 end
Figure 6: Algorithm for determining the minimal set of time-quanta from the temporal tree(s) that are required to fulfill a
time-quantum range. This is necessary because the range will most likely not align well with a temporal sub-tree.
3.5 Querying
Storia allows any node in the system to query the in-network aggregates for a given domain across an interval
of time-quanta. Specifically, our simple query API is query(domain, low, high, names) where names is an
array of attribute names to return. Since our system uses the same tree for each attribute, there is little additional
overhead when returning multiple attributes for a query. Also note that if one wanted to query just a single
time-quantum t, than the user could pass t for both the low and high arguments.
When a query is given, the host will need to translate the domain d and time-quantum interval tqL to tqH into
a series of IDs and temporal levels that are used to locate and retrieve the data-aggregates. To do this, we first
need to determine which points in the temporal tree will represent the time-range specified by tqL and tqH . Since
the interval will likely not align with a sub-tree and possibly span more than one tree, we need to use a recursive
algorithm to ascertain these points.
The algorithm is given in Figure 6. Basically, we first calculate which rounds the interval tqL to tqH happens
to span across. Then for each round, we walk down the temporal tree. On each visit, we check to see if the node
represents the range we are looking for, or if it is a leaf node. If either is true, we return that point on the tree. If it
does not we visit each child if our range intersects with its sub-tree. This will return a list of points that can then
be easily translated into a series of responsible time-quanta. We can then use the time-quantum list and domain
d to obtain the list of responsible IDs using the S function described in Section 3.2. The temporal levels can also
be deduced from the length of the matches returned from the algorithm.
An example of this algorithm is given in Figure 7. Here, we are querying the time-quantum range 1187
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1111110101100011010001000111110101100011010001000
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148 149
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Figure 7: Example of the algorithm from Figure 6 for querying the
time-quantum interval 1187 to 1193 in a system where n = 4.
Step Result
Round-number 149 10010101 000
Add matched prefix 10010101 000
Fill remainder with round 10010101 001
Resulting time-quantum 1193
Table 1: Deduction of the responsible time-quantum
of prefix 00 for round 149.
to 1193, which spans two rounds: 148 and 149. Using the algorithm on round 148 will lead us to match the
prefixes 001 and 1, while using it on 149 will give us the prefix 00. We can use these prefix matches to obtain the
responsible time-quanta. An example of using the prefix 00 from round 149 to get the time-quantum is given in
Table 1.
Since it takes time for an aggregate to propagate up the tree, it is possible that a query might arrive early. If
this is the case, the query could be forwarded down the temporal tree in a recursive fashion until it reaches the
nearest data aggregate. However, this may not be possible because it may require forwarding to time-quanta that
have yet to pass. In which case, the partial aggregate should be returned.
3.6 Churn and Failures
It is well documented that peer-to-peer networks tend to have high arrival and departure rates of nodes [15].
Therefore, it crucial that Storia be resilient to these occurrences, in addition to sudden node failures. As already
mentioned, aggregates can be replicated on neighboring nodes using successor and predecessor links, or the leaf
set in Pastry.
Storia is also quite resistant to failures because it utilizes DHTs for routing. As a result, hosts do not need to
maintain any additional state to use the spatial and temporal trees. Moreover, if a routing failure occurs, it is easy
to overcome by merely forwarding the message up to the next level of the tree.
Queries can also use a similar technique to handle node failures. If a node suddenly leaves the network, a
neighbor might receive a query for an aggregate that it knows nothing about. To handle this, the neighbor can
simply recursively forward the query down the temporal tree (and possibly the spatial tree) until it locates lower-
level aggregates. When the sub-query returns, it can store the returned aggregate in its table to repair the tree
and use it to answer the original query. Obviously this could cause a large influx of messages in the network, so
recovery could be supplemented with further replication, but this is beyond the scope of this paper.
4 Analysis
This section presents an in-depth mathematical analysis about the storage overhead and bandwidth usage of
Storia. We evaluate the system by plugging in realistic parameters. These analyses will reveal that our system has
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low storage requirements and bandwidth utilization on average and scales well with larger networks or retention
requirements.
4.1 Storage Overhead
Given the expiration algorithm described in Section 3.4, we can ascertain the expected memory load per node in
the long-run. This figure will depend on the average number of domains a node is responsible for, so this will
need to be calculated first.
Assuming that the nodes are distributed evenly across the ID-space, then average number of sections of 2k
ID-space in the DHT that a node is responsible for is 2b·n/N . Therefore, the number of domains a node is
responsible for per time-quantum on average is equal to
n∑
i=1
(2b·n/N)
2b·i
·
Di
2b·(n−i)
=
n∑
i=1
Di
N
where Di is the total number of domains for level i (i.e., the number of domains in level i of the spatial tree).
Note that the value of b is not directly related to this quantity, but instead affects the distribution of responsibility.
Also note that this quantity implies that increasing the number nodes in the network decreases the average
responsibility for a given node. However, if 2b·n/N ≤ 1, then (1 − 2b·n/N) fraction of the nodes will never be
responsible for a domain. Of the 2b·n/N that are, the number of domains they will be responsible on average is
n
Σ
i=1
Di
2b·n
. We study the effects of the n and b parameter on aggregate distribution using our simulator in Section
5.2.
Whenever a node is responsible for a domain, it will also be responsible for part of the temporal tree as well.
As a result, the average number of aggregates per round a node is responsible for is
n−1∑
j=0
(
2n−1
2j
·
n∑
i=1
Di
N
) =
n−1∑
j=0
n∑
i=1
(2j ·
Di
N
)
If an aggregate follows the expiration formula in Section 3.4 and we set
n
Σ
i=1
Di
N
= α, then
n−1
Σ
j=0
2j ·α aggregates
are stored at a node each round starting at round 0. Then after 20 · ce rounds, only
n−2
Σ
j=0
2j · α net additional
aggregates will be stored because the level 1 aggregates in the temporal tree from round 0 will expire, and for
round (20 · ce) + 1 the level 1 aggregates from round 1 will expire, etc. After 21 · ce rounds, only
n−2
Σ
j=0
2j · α
additional aggregates will be stored because the level 2 aggregates from round 0 will expire, and so forth. Using
11
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Figure 8: The average number of aggregates stored per node in the long run for varying retention lengths of the last in-network
aggregate (by varying ce), with 218 nodes and 10 children per domain. This is given for multiple value for n.
this induction, we can conclude that the average number of aggregates stored per node in the long-run is
(
n−2∑
k=0
k∑
j=0
n∑
i=1
(2j+n−2−k ·
Di
N
) +
n−1∑
j=0
n∑
i=1
(2j ·
Di
N
)) · ce
If we assume 2 seconds per time-quantum and n = 6, then there are 9450 rounds per week. To have the last
aggregate for a time-quantum be archived after a week, we set ce to 296. If there are 10 children per domain,
which is 111,111 domains in total and 218 nodes in the network, then using the above equation, we can determine
that a node will maintain 24,007 aggregates on average which is about 576 KB of storage space if we assume
24 byte aggregates. We have plotted the average number of aggregates that will be stored for a given retention
length in Figure 8 by varying ce. If one were to have a domain hierarchy of height 5 with the same parameters
and allow 1.0 MB storage space per node, then the last aggregate can be retain for over 8 weeks in-network.
As already mentioned, an increase in the number of nodes in the network will decrease the average storage
requirements per node. Using the same parameters as described above, this relationship is illustrated in Figure 9,
which shows a linear relationship between the two. A more important metric is the domain to node ratio, which
is given for different levels of n in Figure 10. This ratio provides a good indication of the scalability in regards
to the number of domains, which also grows linearly. Unfortunately, it tends to rise at increasing rates for higher
levels of n. This is primarily due to the increasing size of the temporal tree, which we happen to tie to the size of
the spatial tree. However, even in the case of 7 levels, if there is a worst-case 1 to 1 domain to node ratio, then
each node is only responsible for about 3 MB of storage, which is still reasonable.
Also note that increasing the number of levels in the temporal tree also increases the retention length of the
last aggregate. In the same figure we also re-graphed n = 5 and 7 with retention rates set to one week. In this case,
the average storage load actually decreases with increasing n. However, it should be noted that the lower-level
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Figure 9: The average number of aggregates stored per node
in the long run for increasing network size and ce = 296.
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aggregates in systems with larger n will actually expire quicker using this methodology, so it is still a trade-off.
4.2 Message Overhead
Each time-quantum aggregates from c · l time-quanta ago will forward their aggregates up the spatial tree for each
level l. In the worst case, each domain in the spatial tree will be a different node. Consequently, if there are Di
domains for level i
(
n∑
i=1
Di)− 1
messages will be generated to propagate up the spatial tree. This figure is equivalent to the total number of
domains in the system except for the root domain, which is derived by observing that because of aggregation
only one aggregate will need to be sent per domain.
For the temporal tree, a responsible time-quantum is always the same value as one of its children. Therefore,
only one additional message per domain will be sent per time-quantum unless it is the root time-quantum for the
round. Consequently,
(1−
1
2n−1
)
n∑
i=1
Di
messages will be generated for the temporal tree. If we combine these two results we get
(2−
1
2n−1
)(
n∑
i=1
Di) + (N − 1)
application messages are sent per time-quantum in the network.
It is evident from this result that the number of application messages is slightly less than twice the number
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of domains plus the number of nodes, which again is a linear relationship. If there are 219 nodes in the system,
6 levels, and 12 child-domains per level (1 to 2 D/N ratio). Then there are 2.0 application messages being sent
per time-quantum.
However, each application message needs to be routed on the DHT which could potentially take O(logN)
messages in the worst-case. However, this problem is mitigated by the fact that the largest distance in ID-
space that a message will travel is 2(l+1)·b+k in the spatial tree and 2l·b+k in the temporal tree for some level
l. Considering an overwhelming majority of the domains are in the lower levels of both trees, this can reduce
the message overhead. In addition, it is possible to cache frequently used ID to node mappings, which would
allow the system to bypass the DHT altogether on cache hits. Regardless, if we assume an extreme worst-case of
log24(N) DHT messages per application message, there is still only about 9.5 message overhead per node using
the figures above, which could be as low as 2.7 kbps assuming a 70 B message and a 2 second time-quantum.
The message overhead for queries is directly equal to the number of points in the temporal tree that are
selected. In the best case, it will only be one message. However, for a query within a single round, the worst-case
time-range will be from 1 to 2n − 2, which will result in 2 · (n − 2) application messages when n ≥ 3 and
1 otherwise. If one were to search the maximum time-range, it will result in 2n−1 · ce messages, one for each
temporal tree. The absolute worst-case would be the same as the previous range except it would search only to the
2nd most recent time-quantum. This would require 2n−1 ·ce+(n−2) messages. This overhead can be mitigated
by increasing the height of the temporal tree to obtain a larger maximum temporal aggregation per round.
5 Experimental Evaluation
We implemented a functional prototype of Storia and evaluated it using a network simulator described in [9].
For the underlying DHT, we used Pastry from the open-source FreePastry project. All layers of the system are
written in Java 1.4.2 and utilize GT-ITM 1 generated trans-stub topologies. We also created an additional light-
weight simulator that has no network or DHT layer, which allows us to simulate orders of magnitude more nodes
than the full simulator. However, these missing components limit the light-weight simulator to only evaluating
memory storage. All of the simulations were run on a Linux 2.8 GHz Xeon machines with 1 GB of RAM using
the 1.5 Java Virtual Machine.
In this section we evaluate the memory storage distribution, the bandwidth distribution, and the query mech-
anism of Storia. For the memory distribution, we vary the value of N , the number of nodes in the network, and
the value of b, a user specified parameter described in Section 3.2. We also vary n which is the height of the
temporal and spatial trees. For the message distribution and queries latency, we also varying n.
1http://www.cc.gatech.edu/projects/gtitm/
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Figure 11: Converged standard deviation and maximum number of aggregates per node with varying b for n = 5, 6, 7 with fixed
retention length. This implies an increasing n should result in a decreasing overhead like in Figure 10. Note that b only has an
effect on overhead if it set too small.
5.1 Memory Overhead Distribution
To evalute the memory overhead distribution we were able to use the light-weight simulator. In the first ex-
periment, we simulated a 500,000 node network for 43,200 random time-quanta, which is a simulated day if a
time-quantum is 2 seconds, and varied the parameter b to see what affect it has on the distribution for multiple
values of n. For each value of n, the average number of child-domains was set so that the total number of domains
was roughly 111,111. This is different from earlier analysis where the number of domains was not fixed. We also
set ce so that the last aggregate would expire after 43,200 time-quanta. This should cause an inverse relationship
between n and the overhead.
The standard deviation and maximum converged overhead are plotted in Figure 11. It is evident from the
figure that b has an effect on the distribution only if it set too small. This is due to two reasons. First, if b is set
too small, there will be many collisions that occur when the domain is hashed in constructing a responsible ID.
Second, if b is smaller than the sections of length 2k are larger. This will cause some nodes to be “skipped over”
when the section rotates. Therefore, increasing b will cause the size of a section to decrease and the distance each
section rotates around to increase. This raises each node’s chance of being selected as responsible and improves
the distribution. Unfortunately, this property can only be exploited until there are as many sections as there are
nodes. At which point, increasing b will no longer have an effect on the memory distribution.
We also expected setting b to be too large would have an adverse effect on the distribution because a larger
b will increase the number of sections relative to the number of domains. However, our experiment reveals that
this is not the case. We speculate that the increasing number of empty sections is offset by the reducing size of
each section. Therefore, the distribution tends to remain the same with larger values of b.
We also reran the same experiment, but this time varied the size of the network and fixed b = 4. The
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Figure 12: Converged average, standard deviation, and maximum of the number of aggregates per node with varying N for
n = 5, 6, 7. Increasing the size of N is beneifical to the distribution in all cases. Points in the Figure (a) are perturbed slightly for
clarity.
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Figure 13: Cumlative distribution function of converged number of aggregates stored per node given as a percentage of total
aggregates. Note the different “tiers” of nodes that occur in the distribution.
purpose of this simulation is to evaluate the impact of an increasing network size on scalability. The results are
given in Figure 12(a) and Figure 12(b). It is clear from this experiment that an increasing network size actually
improves both the distribution and average load per node in Storia. Therefore, Storia is a very scalable system
since overhead is practically independent of N for N > 100, 000. However, this will likely put a larger strain
on the underlying DHT, which is the limiting factor in this case. Note that if one wanted a smaller-size network,
other parameters like the number of domains or height of the domain hierarchy should be readjusted to produce
a suitable distribution.
We also plotted the cumulative distribution function for n = 7 and N = 500, 000 in Figure 13, given as a
percentage of total aggregates per node. All of the nodes have less than 0.01 percent of the total aggregates stored
on them and 95 percent nodes have less than .002 percent. It is also evident from the step-wise distribution in the
graph that the nodes are organized into a series of “tiers.” This is to be expected for many reasons. First, if there
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Height Distribution App Msgs App-based DHT Msgs DHT Msgs
n = 5
Average 1.22 1.29 1.35
Standard Deviation 3.91 4.03 4.03
Maximum 73.60 88.92 88.93
n = 6
Average 1.14 1.33 1.39
Standard Deviation 3.52 4.23 4.24
Maximum 47.22 77.52 77.62
n = 7
Average 1.02 1.25 1.31
Standard Deviation 5.39 4.36 4.36
Maximum 94.25 71.59 71.66
Table 2: Overhead: The average, standard deviation, and maximum number of messages that are sent per node per second for
n = 5, 6, 7. This is given for just application messages, Pastry messages that are only routing application messages, and all Pastry
messages. We see that the overhead is reasonable for the average case. The maximum is high in this case due to the relatively
small network.
are two or more nodes in a given section of 2k , only one will ever become responsible. Second, the ID-space
is divided into a large number of sections. If the hierarchy has less than 2b children per domain, then some of
the sections will remain empty. These two largely explain the reason for the large portion of nodes with zero
aggregates. Lastly, the random nature of the hashed domains and ID placement can cause collisions to occur,
which can result in some nodes becoming responsible more often than others. Note that the tiers become less
pronounces with decreasing N .
5.2 Message Distribution
For these set of experiments, we used the full simulator, which included a Pastry overlay and a network simulator.
In our experiments we used a 4000 trans-stub topology generated from GT-ITM, and created a Pastry overlay
using a 1000 randomly-picked nodes from this topology. For each value of n, we tried to keep the number of
domains in the hierarchy to about 780. In the first experiment, after the Pastry join protocol settled for each node,
we initiated all the nodes to start generating data every time-quantum for 5400 time-quanta, or 3 simulated hours
since the length of a time-quantum is 2 seconds.
In Table 2, we give the average, standard deviation, and maximum number of messages that are sent per
node per second. This is given for just application messages, Pastry messages that are only routing application
messages, and all Pastry messages. We fixed the size of b = 4 and varied the value of n again. It is evident from
this table that the average overhead and standard deviation for all metrics is reasonably low. If you consider that
a message is about 70B, then the average bandwidth is 0.7 kbps and a node one standard deviation away from
that is sending 2.2 kbps. Unfortunately, the node with the largest bandwidth in this case is sending about 49 kbps.
We speculate this is due to the low number of participating nodes in the network. As we have shown earlier,
increasing the size of the network will lower the worst-case message overhead.
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Distribution n = 5 n = 6 n = 7
Average 2358.5 2490.2 2619.5
Standard Deviation 1124.8 1256.7 1237.8
Maximum 7090 7110 8090
Table 3: Latency: The average, standard deviation, and max-
imum query latencies given in ms. The latencies are low and
unaffected by n.
Distribution n = 5 n = 6 n = 7
Average 8.64 11.97 14.40
Standard Deviation 4.22 5.81 6.65
Maximum 25 40 40
Table 4: Query Overhead: The average, standard deviation,
and maximum messages overhead per query given in Pastry
messages. The overhead is relatively low and affected by an
increasing temporal tree size.
5.3 Queries
In this section we evaluate the performance and overhead of executing queries in Storia. We modified the previous
section’s experimental setup so that 30 queries are executed by random nodes for each round of data generation.
The queries are constructed with a random domain and a random interval range within the round. They are
executed 256 time-quanta after the generation to allow for adequate propagation of the aggregates. We provided
the average, standard deviation, and maximum query latency in Table 3. As you can see, the average latency is
about 2 seconds. This is due to the multi-hop path that occurs from routing over the DHT. Note that increasing
the size of n has little effect on the latency of queries with short intervals. However, it might actually decrease
the latency of queries with larger time intervals since the length of a round will expand.
In Table 4 we also give the overhead in the number of Pastry messages that are affiliated with each query.
In this case the average number of messages per query is relatively low. Here increasing n actually affects the
overhead of the query. This is mainly an artifact of an increasing temporal tree, which can result in a larger
number points being matched using the query algorithm described in Section 3.5. As a result, more query
messages will be sent on average for increasing value of n.
Effect of Churn: We also re-ran the query experiments using membership churn, where each time-quanta a
churn-level number of random nodes join and leave the network. This implies that every 2 minutes, 18 percent
of the network has churned with a churn-level of 3. The purpose of this expierment is to test Storia’s resilience
to failure. No replicas were used in these expierments, but recursive sub-queries as described in Section 3.6 was
utilized. The results are given in Table 5. We can see that Storia is capable of gracefully handling high-rates
of membership churn with little degradation of overhead. The slight increases in the number of messages and
latency is due to the use of recursive sub-queries.
For the experiment with a churn level of 3, we also ran it using a real workload based off a cross-section of
the DNS tree for our domain hierarchy. Since it is infeasible to use the entire DNS listings, we limited ourselves
to using only the domains and its siblings for the path /edu/uiuc/cs/www (Figure 14). The orphaned siblings are
then outfitted with some dummy domains until the tree is balanced. This will effectively simulate churn for this
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Churn-level Distribution Success Rate Overhead Latency
2
Average 0.925 9.41 2133.1
Standard Deviation 0.210 5.96 1156.0
Maximum 1.00 90.0 5820.0
3
Average 0.912 10.06 2153.3
Standard Deviation 0.217 14.69 1923.9
Maximum 1.00 299.0 40000.0
3-DNS
Average 0.886 10.22 2375.7
Standard Deviation 0.268 5.05 1141.6
Maximum 1.00 20.0 5790.0
4
Average 0.851 10.37 2253.1
Standard Deviation 0.276 14.83 2024.8
Maximum 1.00 236.0 40000.0
Table 5: Churn: The average, standard deviation, and maximum success rate
given as a fraction of number of possible aggregates, overhead given as Pastry
messages, and latency given in ms. This is given for various rates of churn per
time-quantum and the real DNS workload described in Figure 14. We see that
Storia gracefully handles churn.
cs
net, org, mil, ...edu
mit cmu, cornell, berkley, ...
math, physics, cse,  ...ece
www csil keplar, darwin, 
uiuc
siebelcenter, ...
/
com
Figure 14: Cross-section of the DNS hierar-
chy that follows the path /edu/uiuc/cs/www
and its siblings. There was a total of 12,977
domains on 5 levels with this workload. It
was used for the churn-based experiments.
cross-section of the tree if we limit our queries to only the domains along the path. Since there are more DNS
domains than nodes, we mapped the DNS domains equally to the 1000 nodes and ran the simulation with the
parameters b = 15 and n = 5. With the DNS workload, the performance does drop slightly due to the more
uneven workload; however, it is still acceptable.
5.4 Tradeoffs
The tradeoffs for Storia are fairly straightforward. If one increases the number of domains in the system relative
the number of nodes in the network, the overhead on the system, in terms of both storage and bandwidth, will
grow. However, this comes with the benefit of increased levels of spatial granularity to the user-application.
Increasing the size of n will affect this rate of growth in overhead. This is due to the expansion of the temporal
tree which is included in the overhead of a new domain. However, increasing n does allow for lower query
overhead and shorter latencies. In addition, fixing the retention length of the last aggregate will actually reduce
the overhead with increasing n. However, this comes at the cost of quicker expirations times for finer granularity.
On the other hand, fixing n and increasing ce will result in more overhead but will allow the application to query
further in history and maintain fine-grain data longer.
Increasing the number of nodes in the network actually improves Storia’s overhead distribution, but will
likely put a larger burden on the underlying DHT. The user-parameter b only affects the system if it is set too low.
Therefore, a larger value of b should be favored that is within the bounds of m/n. Propagation delay also does
not affect Storia’s overhead unless it is set too low. If it is, many data-aggregates will be arrive at their destination
after the aggregate has already been forwarded, and therefore, will need to “catch-up” to it. This will increase
the message overhead in the network. However, increasing the propagation delay will not decrease overhead due
to the pipelined aspect of continuous time-quanta. Finally, setting the length of a time-quantum to an appropriate
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value is very important. If it set too short, it will overburden Storia with many unnecessary aggregates and
messages. However, if it set too large, the temporal resolution might be too coarse to be of any value. Therefore,
the length of a time-quantum should be set to the largest value acceptable to the user application.
6 Conclusion
Storia is a new scalable information monitoring system that provides support for time-indexed queries on application-
generated data aggregates. It is designed to aggregate across spatial and temporal domains, perform well in
large networks, provide flexibility to the application, maintain low overhead, and be resilient to churn. We
demonstrated through analysis and experimental evaluation that Storia is capable of achieving all of these goals.
Specifically, we showed that Storia’s memory overhead is practically independent of the size of the network for
networks greater than 100,000 nodes, scales linearly with the number of domains, can maintain a 80-90 percent
success rate with high-levels of churn and no replicas. We also demonstrated that Storia can peform well with
real workloads based off of DNS and consumes less than a few kbps of bandwidth per node on average.
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